Flanking sequences are required for efficient transcription and stable complex formation for the human tRNAiMet3-coding gene.
An analysis of 5' and 3' deletions of the human tRNAiMet3 gene has revealed upstream regions required for efficient transcription and stable complex formation in vitro. The 5' boundary of this essential region lies between nucleotides -39 to -18 (start point = + 1), and it has been shown that 3'-flanking sequences near the first termination site are also important for stable complex formation. The transcriptional efficiency of two non-allelic loci (TMET3 and TMET2) has been compared and TMET2 is more active. An analysis of chimeric (hybrid) genes indicates that much of the difference seen is due to 5'-flanking sequences and that there may be complex interactions between 5' and 3' sequences.